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Canton, GA 30115

Phone: 404-855-1795 - Email: david@sodenos.com

  14" Pizza Aluminum Screen

   Brand: Sodeno's Quality Brand
Product Code: SO-WR-14SCR
Availability: 50
Weight: 0.10lb
Dimensions: 0.00cm x 0.00cm x 0.00cm

Price: $9.95  

Short Description
Get MORE for LESS! Consistent results every time! Will NOT requires lifetime
maintenance. Will NOT break if dropped. Will SIGNIFICANTLY reduce long cooking
times. Require LESS gas, charcoal, wood, or electricity because of the reduced baking
process.

 

Description
Produce delicious, evenly baked pizza with the help of this 14" aluminum pizza screen!

A necessary tool for any pizzeria, this 14" aluminum pizza screen will help your pizza
bake more evenly by allowing air to circulate beneath the crust! When you are looking
for a way to get your thin crust pizzas perfectly done on the bottom, a pizza screen is a
great option. Cutting pizzas on the screen is not recommended, but it is a great choice for
serving pizzas because it allows air circulation under the crust to keep it from getting
soggy.

Superior Heat Distribution
This screen is made of aluminum so that it heats up faster than stainless steel pans. With
better heat transfer properties, this pan is ideal for reducing hash marks on food. This
screen is also great for use in conveyor-type pizza ovens so you can get perfectly brown
pizzas as quickly as possible.



Seamless Rim
This screen features a seamless rim design for durability. Since it is seamless, you can be
sure of safer handling and cleaning by eliminating rough or bent edges.

Durable Construction
Made of sturdy aluminum, this durable pizza pan will last you through numerous
servings. You won't have to worry about replacing this tray several times!

Cooks pizza faster and more evenly.
Extremely affordable. A screen can be purchased for a reasonable price.
It will save you money by reducing the required wood, charcoal, or electricity.
Made of non-toxic material.
Very durable and harder to damage as the material is a metal, it will not break
after suffering a fall.
Offers great heat transfer. The transfer of heat is faster.
Has excellent thermal conductivity.
It boasts of resistance to corrosion, ensuring longevity.
It is easy to wash aluminum trays.
Just follow the proper care and handling of an aluminum equipment to maintain
its good quality for a very long time.
It is lightweight, portable, and easy to carry. You can carry it wherever you want
to do your baking.
Strong and scratch-resistant.
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